
Dear editor and reviewers,

Thank you very much for giving us an opportunity to revise our manuscript. We
appreciate the editor and reviewers very much for their constructive comments and
suggestions on our manuscript entitled “E3 Ubiquitin Ligase TRIM55 promotes
metastasis of gastric cancer cells by mediating epithelial-mesenchymal transition” (ID:
79440)

We have studied reviewers’ comments carefully. According to the reviewers’ detailed
suggestions, we have made a careful revision on the original manuscript. All revised
portions are marked in red in the revised manuscript which we would like to submit for
your kind consideration.

Reviewer #1:
Scientific Quality: Grade C (Good)
Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing)
Conclusion:Major revision
Specific Comments to Authors: In this study, Li et al investigated the role of tripartite
motif containing 55 (TRIM55) in gastric cancer progression. They found that TRIM55 was
upregulated in GC tissues or cells. By using siRNA or overexpression vector of TRIM55,
they showed that TRIM55 promoted GC proliferation. Interestingly, TRIM55 was
demonstrated to facilitate GC metastasis by influencing EMT. Here, I have the following
concerns.
Response: Thanks for your review.

(1) A major issue is that there are currently not many studies about TRIM55 in tumors.
There are two studies showing that TRIM55 is a tumor suppressor in lung cancer and
liver cancer (PMID: 34974792 and 30685767). How do the authors explain these
inconsistencies? These controversial studies should be included in your discussion.
Response: Thanks for your review. We appreciated it very much for this good
suggestion, and we have done it according to your ideas.
TRIM proteins could serve the ubiquitination function to stabilize or dislocate target
proteins in various cellular compartments1. Ubiquitination is a post-transcriptional
modification that labels the target proteins to be degraded at the proteasome level. Thus,
TRIM family members determine both tumor suppressor and oncogenic roles by
affecting the signal pathways in cancer development and progression. For example,
TRIM29 and TRIM8 exhibited contextual function in different cancers2-4. They negatively
or positively regulate tumorigenesis and tumor progression by affecting pathways. In
our study, we showed that TRIM55 is highly expressed in gastric tumors and cultured
tumor cells. TRIM55 has E3 ubiquitin ligase activity and whether it can regulate the
EMT-related proteins through ubiquitination requires further investigation.
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(2) GC patient samples are needed to check the expression level of TRIM55 by WB.
Response: Thank you for your advice. We have detected the expression level of TRIM55
of 5 GC patient samples by WB.

(3) Animal experiment is needed to show the growth promoting effect of TRIM55.
Response: Thanks for your suggestion. In this study, we focused on the effect of TRIM55
on the proliferation and migration of GC in vivo assay. For future research, we will
utilize animal models to confirm the role of TRIM55 in gastric cancer cell growth.

(4) In figure 4B, why are the colors in TRIM55 plasmid group not the same as in other
groups? They should be united.
Response: Thanks for your kind suggestions, which is valuable for improving the
accuracy of the manuscript. We have reunited figure 4B.



(5) The English of the manuscript should be improved. Check this sentence “Tripartite
motif containing 55 (TRIM55), a member of TRIM protein, its role in gastric cancer (GC)
is unknow.” In addition, the tenses of the captions in Results section should be united.
Response: Thanks for your suggestion! We have made corresponding revisions.
The role of tripartite motif containing 55 (TRIM55), a member of the TRIM protein family,
in gastric cancer (GC) is unknown.

We have unified the tense of the captions in the Results section.

(6) The content of this reference “Studies have shown that Mir-30-5-5p can regulate the
expression of TRIM55 in SARS-COV infection[7]” is not accurate. Authors need to check
and revise it.
Response: Thank you for your suggestion. We have made corresponding revisions as
you suggested.

Reviewer #2:
Scientific Quality: Grade C (Good)
Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing)
Conclusion:Minor revision
Specific Comments to Authors: In the work titled “TRIM55 promotes metastasis of
gastric cancer cells by mediating epithelial-mesenchymal transition” by Weiwei Li etc.,
the authors found that TRIM55 expression levels were significantly increased in GC cell
lines and tissues, high expression of TRIM55 was correlated with poor prognosis of GC
patients, moreover, TRIM55 can regulate the expression of EMT-related proteins in GC



cells. This is an interesting study that may add some novel information on the effect of
TRIM55 on GC. The work is logically designed, the idea is new and interesting. Although,
there are several concerns that need to be addressed.
Thanks for your kind review.

1. In my opinion, the most obvious weakness of this work is the lack of in-depth
mechanism study. The authors should add more mechanism study in the manuscript, or
add your research plan at least.
Response: Thank you for your encouraging and constructive comments. In a subsequent
study, more thorough experiments based on knock-out cell line and animal models
combined with high-throughput bioinformatic analysis are needed to shed light on the
ubiquitination role of TRIM55.

2. The concept of EMT was first reported in embryology area. EMT is a biological process
which is of great importance in embryogenesis and organ development. I suggest that
the research process and some discoveries of EMT could be added in the discussion or
introduction section. Some references could be cited, “EMT Transition States during
Tumor Progression and Metastasis”, “Exosomes Regulate the Epithelial-Mesenchymal
Transition in Cancer” for example, or any other similar references.
Response: Thank you for your suggestion.
The progression of EMT is regulated by translational factors and epigenetic
modification[13]. Also, microRNAs and long non-coding RNAs are involved in EMT
regulation as post-translational regulators[14]. The tumor cells or other stromal cells can
secret exosomes. Exosomes are extracellular vesicles with a lipid bilayer containing
proteins, lipids and functional RNAs, which can transfer information between tumor
cells or between tumor cells and the tumor microenvironment, thereby regulating the
EMT process[15, 16]. As EMT plays essential physiological roles, EMT-targeted therapy
combined with conventional chemotherapy can improve the sensitivity of tumor cells to
drugs.
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3. It seems that the magnification is inconsistent in the Figure1A-D. It is suggested to add
a scale in every micrograph.
Response: Thank you for your comments! We have added the scale in Figure1A-D.

4. “CASC20” was mentioned in the legend of Figure 1F, please check.
Response: Thank you for your reminding. We apologize for the mistake in the
manuscript. We have made the corresponding corrections in the legend of Figure 1F.

We sincerely hope that this revised manuscript has addressed all your comments and
suggestions. We appreciated for reviewers’ warm work earnestly, and hope that the
correction will meet with approval. Once again, thank you very much for your comments
and suggestions.
Furthermore, we have had the manuscript polished with the help of editing service and
have marked out in the revised manuscript.

Kind regards,
Shubo Tian
E-mail: ttkl_bo@126.com
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